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Abstract

An ongoing debate surrounds whether bilinguals outperform monolinguals in tests of execu-

tive processing. The aim of this study was to investigate if there are long-term (10 year) bilin-

gual advantages in executive processing, as indexed by dual-task performance, in a sample

that were 40–65 years at baseline. The bilingual (n = 24) and monolingual (n = 24) partici-

pants were matched on age, sex, education, fluid intelligence, and study sample. Partici-

pants performed free-recall for a 12-item list in three dual-task settings wherein they sorted

cards either during encoding, retrieval, or during both encoding and retrieval of the word-list.

Free recall without card sorting was used as a reference to compute dual-task costs. The

results showed that bilinguals significantly outperformed monolinguals when they performed

card-sorting during both encoding and retrieval of the word-list, the condition that presum-

ably placed the highest demands on executive functioning. However, dual-task costs

increased over time for bilinguals relative to monolinguals, a finding that is possibly influ-

enced by retirement age and limited use of second language in the bilingual group.

Introduction

Across the world, the number of bilinguals is continuously increasing. Today, about half of the

world’s population is considered to be either bilingual or multilingual [1]. This increase in the

number of multilinguals may, from a global cognitive perspective, have positive implications.

For example, a number of studies have proposed that bilingualism can postpone the onset of

cognitive impairment and dementia (e.g., [2–4]). Since the average life expectancy is rapidly

increasing over the world, along with the number of dementia cases, identifying the cognitive

abilities that are sensitive to aging is of vital concern. Although results regarding the relation-

ship between bilingualism and dementia are not always univocal (e.g., [5–7]), one factor that

potentially obscures the relationship between bilingualism and dementia is the lower fre-

quency of second language use in some populations when reaching an older age [8].

Results obtained from experimental settings have also shown bilingual advantages in several

cognitive tasks, mainly when measuring executive control and working memory (see [9–11]).

So far, most of the positive effects for bilinguals have been reported from tasks measuring
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executive functions such as the process of inhibition, when performing the Stroop task (e.g.,

[12–13]), the Flanker task (e.g., [14–15]) and the Simon Task [16]. However, beneficial effects

are also reported from tasks measuring the process of switching, for example in color-shape

tasks (e.g., [17–18]). It should be noted, though, that there are also studies showing a lack of

relationship between bilingualism and executive processing (for recent reviews and meta-anal-

ysis see e.g., [19–22]).

Bilingual advantages seem to be particularly evident for tasks that contain non-verbal mate-

rial (e.g. [12]), and benefits are less common using verbal material. This is assumed to be a

result of smaller vocabulary size’s in each language among bilinguals (e.g., [23–24]). One expla-

nation for the relative lack of a bilingual advantage for tasks that incorporate verbal material is

that a smaller lexical network in each language, combined with the competition between the

two, causes higher load on executive functions for bilinguals when handling linguistic material.

Such cognitive demands may, however, improve executive functioning and generate transfer

to several cognitive tasks that do not incorporate verbal material. However, if bilinguals have

relatively equal levels of ability as monolinguals in their dominant language, it is plausible that

bilinguals may not be limited by tasks that include verbal material. Kaushanskaya, Blumenfeld

and Marian [25], for instance, compared English–Spanish bilinguals had English as dominant

language with English-speaking monolinguals using the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test-III.

Groups were matched with regard to age and education. The results showed that bilinguals not

only had similar level of dominant-language vocabulary compared to monolinguals, but also

comparable levels of performance in phonological short-term memory. Thus, in verbal tasks

that require little attentional control, bilinguals and monolinguals may perform at the same

level if they have similar skills in their dominant language.

It should be noted that positive effects of the ability to master two languages do not seem to

be isolated to working memory and executive functions. For example, there is support for

bilingual advantages from tasks that require episodic recall and verbal fluency skills (e.g. [26]).

Beneficial effects of bilingualism, as suggested in above-mentioned studies, are of great interest

considering that episodic memory (e.g., [27]), working memory (e.g., [28–29]) and executive

functioning (e.g., [30]), including switching (e.g., [31–32]), inhibition (e.g., [33]) and the abil-

ity to manage interference (e.g., [34]) often decline with increasing age.

An assumption often made about bilingualism is that the executive function system has an

important role in controlling which language is to be processed in different contexts [35].

Green [36] argues that bilinguals are constantly trained to inhibit the language that they are

not presently using. This language suppression is assumed to co-opt the same executive func-

tions as those used in controlled attention, and thus, it is believed that the “cognitive exercise”

bilingualism engenders can generate transfer to other cognitive tasks. In addition, constant

control of two language networks requires not only proficient inhibitory control, but also the

ability to switch between and monitor information from different language systems [37].

Thus, it is possible that the broad training of executive functions that bilingualism involves can

be extended to several tasks that require executive control, and hence also found in tasks that

require dual-tasking, since the executive system is central to attention-related tasks [38].

Results from imaging studies provide a possible neuroscientific explanation for the bilin-

gual advantage. Abutalebi et al [39] found, for instance, that the anterior cingulate cortex

(ACC) was active during both cognitive control and language control among bilinguals, and

more efficiently used compared to monolinguals, as they performed a number of non-verbal

tasks. In addition, the ACC basal ganglia networks have been found to be important for paral-

lel conflict monitoring and flexible adaptation of actions [40] and it is well established that the

basal ganglia plays a critical role in language control processes among bilinguals when they use

one language and inhibit interference from the unintended language [41]. Furthermore, based
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on data from other neuroimaging studies, language processing seems to be supported by fron-

tal brain regions equivalent to those active when performing other executive tasks (see [39,

42]). Thus, it is plausible that the use of different languages in everyday life activates and

improves the efficiency of brain regions used also for tasks that require controlled attention.

One area that has received scant scrutiny is how well a frequently practiced switching ability

between two languages can be transferred to, and found in, dual-tasking situations. Factors

promoting dual-tasking are of significant importance from an aging perspective, since the abil-

ity to dual-task has been shown to be sensitive to aging (for review see: [43]). Dual-tasking can

be defined as two tasks that are performed simultaneously, that are independent of one

another, that can be measured separately, and which have separate goals [44]. Efficient dual-

tasking is dependent on executive functioning. Executive functioning allows the individual to

follow given rules, allocate attention to the two tasks to be carried out, and to efficiently shift

attentional resources as the tasks continues [45]. Dual-tasking can thus be regarded from a

switching perspective, taking into account the time spent on one task before switching to the

other. From this point of view, tasks that require almost simultaneous attention (i.e. dual-task-

ing) can be considered as a form of rapid switching [46]. In addition, Salthouse and Miles [32]

suggest that the ability to solve dual-task challenges depends to a great extent on the ability for

monitoring. The possible link between dual-tasking and bilingualism becomes particularly

interesting since both switching and monitoring are also important aspects in managing differ-

ent lexical networks [37].

In a previous study, Fernandes, Craik, Bialystok, and Kreuger [47] used a free recall task to

examine if bilinguals were better at dealing with divided attention during encoding and

retrieval of words. In the primary free recall task, to-be remembered words were presented

auditorily and in a visual distraction task participants made size decisions to words presented

on a screen. The words presented were either semantically related (e.g. remember animal

words / make size decisions of animals) or unrelated (e.g. animals / fruits) in the dual-task con-

ditions. The authors found that both older (n = 26, M = 70.1 years) and younger (n = 26,

M = 20.5 years) bilinguals not only performed worse during full attention (no distraction

task), but also while distracted during both encoding and retrieval (in both related and unre-

lated word conditions). The authors speculated that this difference may due to a bilingual dis-

advantage in tasks that require lexical access in one language, since they have two language

networks to control.

A similar study conducted by the same research group [37] used classification tasks to

examine potential differences in dual-tasking between monolinguals and bilinguals. The study

aimed to examine the assumption that bilinguals have a better capacity for monitoring and

switching and that these factors are typically accessed when included in dual-tasking situa-

tions. In one classification task, participants were told to categorize letters and numbers, or

animals and instruments, which were visually presented on a screen. One computer-driven

mouse was placed on each side of the display, and participants categorized objects by pressing

on the mouse that represented each category. In the other classification task, participants

heard words or sounds and verbally categorized these as “letter”/”number” or “animal”/

“music”. The items were either from the same category as the one used in the visual task

(related) or items from the other category (unrelated). The experiments included both younger

(n = 24, M = 21.7 years for bilinguals; n = 24, M = 21.2 years for moderate bilinguals; n = 24,

M = 22.7 for monolinguals), and older participants (n = 24, M = 63.2 years for bilinguals;

n = 24, M = 64.7 for monolinguals). The results from this study demonstrated a bilingual

advantage: Both younger and older bilinguals generally performed better than the monolin-

guals and this was more evident in the conditions wherein the primary task was to visually cat-

egorize letters and numbers.

Bilingualism on dual-tasking
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The bilingual advantage in dual-tasking has on at least one occasion also been found in a

context with higher ecological validity than the hitherto mentioned studies. For example, Tel-

ner, Wiesenthal, Bialystok, and York [48] showed that bilingual (n = 47) university students,

18–30 years, performed significantly better than monolinguals (n = 35) in attentional tasks

including simulated car driving while performing various verbal tasks such as talking on a cell

phone. Based on the findings from this study and those by Fernandes et al. [47] and Bialystok

et al. [37] it could be concluded that the nature of the task as well as the choice of modality in

which the to-be remembered material is presented is of high importance for the outcome.

Although there is some support for the notion that bilinguals are better at dual-tasking, in

the light of aging and changes of memory over the life span, studying this relationship across

time would add valuable information to this research area and no study has (as far as we

know) investigated this longitudinally. This is remiss since improved performance in dual-

tasking could have direct implications in real life settings (as suggested by Telner et al. [48])

and thereby increase the quality of life at older ages.

By using data from The Betula study [49–50] we were able to study the relationship between

bilingualism and dual-tasking over a follow-up period of 10 years. Unique to this study is that

both bilinguals, who have learned their second language in instructed contexts, and monolin-

guals shared the same native language (Swedish), which may reduce the risk of variances in

performance due to smaller vocabulary in one language for the bilinguals. Further, we used

matching on possible confounding variables to make the groups as comparable as possible.

In the present study, data from three different dual-tasks conditions were used; (1) free

recall with card sorting during encoding, (2) free recall with card sorting during retrieval, and

(3) free recall with card sorting during both encoding and retrieval. Simple free recall without

card sorting was used as reference task to compute dual-task costs. Based on the assumptions

that bilinguals practice switching and monitoring more than monolinguals (e.g., [17–18]) and

that these abilities are demanded in dual–tasking situations (e.g., [37, 46]), we expected to find

a bilingual advantage in all three dual-task conditions. Since bilinguals that share the same

dominant language as monolinguals possess often perform similarly in tasks that require little

attentional control [25], we expected groups to be equivalent in the free recall task that was

used as reference task.

Method

Study population

For this study, data collected within the Betula prospective cohort study [49–50] were used. The

Betula project is a study on aging, cognition, and health that started in Umeå, Sweden, in 1988.

The participants were selected using stratified randomized sampling (age, sex). To this date,

data have been collected over six test waves: 1988–1990 (T1), 1993–1995 (T2), 1998–2000 (T3),

2003–2005 (T4), 2008–2010 (T5), and 2014–2014 (T6). The participants visited the test loca-

tions over two sessions at each test wave, mainly giving information about health (Session 1)

and cognitive ability (Session 2). So far, six samples have been included in the Betula study; S1

(T1-T6), S2 (T2-T3), S3 (T2-T6), S4 (T3), S5 (T4), and S6 (T5). Age ranges and sample sizes at

inclusion have differed between samples. Comparisons between participants in the Betula study

and non-participants have shown sufficient population validity with regard to demographic fac-

tors such as income, education, and marital status [49]. For the present study, information col-

lected between T2-T4 were used (Sample 1 and 3). Between T4 and T5, unfortunately, there is a

large amount of missing data for the cognitive tasks used in this study, and thus, we were not

able to include more test waves in the analyses using matched groups while maintaining a

Bilingualism on dual-tasking
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decent number of participants in the analyses. The Betula study was approved by the regional

Medical Ethical Committee at Umeå University.

Matching procedure

As a part of a “Language History Questionnaire” participants were requested to indicate (yes/

no) to whether they spoke or had studied any other language but Swedish. If the participants

indicated knowledge of a second language they then rated, on a scale ranging from very poor

(1) to excellent (6), their ability to speak, write, read, and listen to a second language. Those

that rated a score of 4 or more on all abilities were considered bilinguals, a procedure previ-

ously used (see [26]). Participants that reported knowledge of only one language (i.e. Swedish)

and had not studied any other language but Swedish were categorized as monolinguals. A

matching procedure was then used to enhance comparison of the groups. Special consider-

ation has to be given to the covariate of years of education wherein the groups are highly

unbalanced.

We combined exact matching according to years of education, followed by propensity

score matching within those groups, to minimize the effects of potential confounding variables

and selection bias, and to make the groups as similar as possible [51]. The propensity score

[52], the probability of being a bilingual (vs. monolingual) being conditional on observed

covariates, was estimated using logistic regression. A caliper of 0.05 for the propensity score

was used in order to achieve balance. Covariates included in the propensity score model were

age, sex, study sample (an indicator variable to account for potential effects related to testing

experience prior to the first assessment; one vs. two test occasions), and fluid intelligence (Gf).
The WAIS-R Block Design Test [53] was used as indicator of fluid intelligence (Gf). This is a

visuospatial task that requires a set of four, or nine, bicolored blocks. The blocks must be

arranged so that they correspond to a target pattern presented to participants by the experi-

menter. Patterns are presented with increased difficulty, and each pattern has a time limit of

either one or two minutes. The maximum number of patterns to solve was ten. The raw score,

based on the number of solved patterns and time for this, was used in the matching procedure.

A Cronbach’s α of .82 has been reported for Block Design [54].

Matches were obtained for each bilingual, generating a total of 24 matched pairs of partici-

pants. No match could be found for 111 bilinguals; these participants was excluded from fur-

ther analyses.

Participants

The covariance balance between groups after matching is provided in Table 1. After matching,

there were no significant differences between groups in terms of education, age, sex, fluid intel-

ligence, or sample size.

The mean with regard to years of education for the groups was 13.6 (SD = 2.61). For age the

mean was 49.2 (SD = 7.75) and 50.2 (SD = 8.66), and for block design (Gf) 30.7 (SD = 10.19)

and 34.2 (SD = 9.53) for bilinguals and monolinguals, respectively. Among the participants

50% of the bilinguals, and 33% of the monolinguals, belonged to sample 1. Both samples con-

sisted of 46% males.

All bilinguals had English as second language. About 92% of all participants used their sec-

ond language up to 2 hours a day to listen, read, write, and/or speak. Most bilinguals (94.1%)

started to learn their second language within the formal education system, at the age of 9, and

studied it at a mean of 6.2 (SD = 2.47) years. Thus, most participants categorized as bilinguals

in this study are sequential bilinguals since they learned their second language in instructed

contexts when starting school.

Bilingualism on dual-tasking
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Measures

Free recall (reference task). In this immediate memory task, participants were instructed

to memorize as many words as possible from a list of 12 nouns. The items were read aloud by

the experimenter at a pace of 2 seconds per word. Directly after, participants recalled as many

words as possible in any order, but not faster than at a pace of 2 seconds per word. The time

interval of 2 seconds was provided by a metronome. Time for recall was 45 seconds and the

maximum score was 12. The score was used as single-task score when calculating dual-task

costs. Immediate free recall shares many similarities with immediate serial recall [55] and is

likely underpinned by a subvocal rehearsal process that is traditionally thought to be carried

out by phonological loop mechanism [56]. However, given that the to-be-remembered stimuli

were nouns, some semantic processing of the to-be-remembered material is also probable

[57].

Free recall with card sorting at encoding. The basic memorization procedure was the

same as under free recall. But under this condition the participants were told to sort cards

while the experimenter read the words. A pack of cards, placed upside down in front of the

participants, had either a red or a black square on their front side. Participants turned and

placed the cards in two separate packs, one for black squares, and one for red. The cards were

sorted at a pace of two seconds, i.e. simultaneously with the encoding of words. When all

words had been read, the participants immediately stopped sorting cards and started the

retrieval. The number of recalled words and the number of incorrectly sorted cards were

counted. The dual-task cost was counted according to the customary formula 100 � (single-

task score—dual-task score)/single-task score [58]. Thus, the scores could have both positive

and negative values on an individual level.

Free recall with card sorting at retrieval. In this condition, participants sorted cards

immediately after the experimenter had finished reading the list of words. Cards were sorted

over the whole retrieval period (45 sec.), at a pace of two seconds, even when participants

could not recall more words.

Free recall with card sorting at both encoding and retrieval. Participants were sorting

cards during both the encoding and retrieval of words, following the procedure described

above.

Word lists (8 versions), and condition orders, were counterbalanced across participants.

The words within each list were not duplicated across lists.

Statistical analysis

We used linear mixed models [59] to analyze the association between bilingualism and 10-year

change in cognitive performance. Fixed-effect terms included an overall intercept term, a

Table 1. Covariance balance between language groups after matching.

Bilinguals Monolinguals

(n = 24) (n = 24) p-value

Age, M (SD) 49.2 (7.75) 50.2 (8.66) 0.48

Male (%) 46 46 1

Years of Education, M (SD) 13.6 (2.61) 13.6 (2.61) 1

Block Design (Gf), M (SD) 30.7 (10.19) 34.2 (9.53) 0.153

Sample 1 (%) 50 33 0.153

Note: M = mean, SD = Standard Deviation, Gf = General fluid ability.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0189299.t001
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binary indicator variable for Bilinguals, plus interactions with time. Time was considered as a

continuous covariate, measured in decades from baseline (such that the parameter estimate

corresponds to a 10-year change). Further, the model included a subject-specific random

intercept to account for within-subject correlations between repeated measurements. Statisti-

cal analyses were performed in R, version 3.2.2 [60] using the “matching” package [61] to per-

form the matching, and “lme4” package for the longitudinal analyses. P-values were calculated

using Satterthwaite’s approximation [62], which is implemented in the ‘lmerTest’ package.

Results

The sample included 24 monolinguals and 24 bilinguals that were matched on several variables

including age, years of education, sex, fluid intelligence (Gf), and study sample. The baseline

results from the cognitive tasks, as a function of language group, are provided in Fig 1. Results

from a student’s t-test showed that bilinguals, at baseline, had less dual-task costs in free recall

with card sorting during both encoding and retrieval; t(46) = -2.14, p = .037. The mean cost for

monolinguals was 0.34 (.25), and for bilinguals 0.18 (.24). No difference was found in recall

with card sorting during encoding or free recall with card sorting during retrieval only. The

number of incorrectly sorted cards was extremely low over all dual-task conditions and test

occasions, ranging between mean of 0.00–0.38 incorrectly sorted cards. As expected, there

were no differences in the simple free recall task (reference task/no distraction) measuring

immediate memory.

We modeled the repeated measures of dual-tasks costs in all conditions using linear mixed

models. The intercept showed the expected dual tasks costs for a reference person among

monolinguals (b = 0.34, SE = 0.05, p< 0.001) in free recall with card sorting during both

encoding and retrieval, and a significantly lower cost for bilinguals at baseline (b = -0.19,

SE = 0.07, p = 0.006). There was, however, evidence of accelerating age-based dual-task costs

(linear trend b = 0.20, SE = 0.10, p = 0.042) among bilinguals over the 10-year period, suggest-

ing that the differences between groups found at baseline do not hold longitudinally (see Fig 2)

Results from student’s t-test confirmed that monolinguals (M = 0.25, SD = 0.22) and bilinguals

Fig 1. Dual-task costs for both language groups at baseline measurement. Dual-task costs in percentage change from the

simple free recall condition. A higher value equals higher dual-task costs. FR = Free Recall; CS = Card Sorting. *p < .05.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0189299.g001
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(M = 0.29, SD = 0.30) did not significantly differ in performance at the third measurement

occasion, 10 years after baseline; t(46) = 0.67, p = .51. Significant differences between groups

with regard to 10-year change were not found in the other dual-task conditions.

Additional analyses, excluding participants aged 65 years (n = 15 in each group), revealed

similar results with regard to intercept (b = -0.17, SE = 0.08, p = 0.042), but differences were no

longer present for 10-year longitudinal change. Thus, previous findings regarding change may

have been driven by the oldest age-group, and speaks against regression to the mean as an

explanation for findings. Also in these analyses, no differences were found in any of the other

dual task conditions.

Discussion

Previous research has demonstrated that bilinguals outperform monolinguals in dual-task set-

tings [37, 48]. However, these results are based on cross-sectional data, a common feature in

bilingual research (see [63]). Therefore, the aim of this current study was to investigate if there

is a bilingual advantage in dual-tasking compared to monolinguals and if it persists over time.

Data emanated from a study sample (The Betula study, [49–50]). The bilingual and monolin-

gual sample, 40–65 years at baseline, were matched on several critical factors (age, sex, educa-

tion, fluid intelligence) that could potentially influence performance in dual-tasking. This

study included 10-year follow-up data in three dual-task task conditions. Results from linear

mixed models, a statistical method useful in settings where repeated measurements are made

on the same statistical units, revealed a significant relationship between bilingualism and

dual-tasking in one condition; free recall with card sorting during both encoding and retrieval

of words. However, this bilingual advantage was not constant and an interaction was found

between bilingualism and change over time, indicating an increase in dual-costs for the

bilingual group compared to monolinguals over the 10-year follow-up period. Although

Fig 2. Results from linear mixed models on the effects of bilingualism on dual tasking among participants that were 40–65 years at

baseline. Dual task costs in card-sorting during both encoding and retrieval of the word-list. A higher value equals higher dual-task costs.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0189299.g002
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descriptively it may look that there even was a bilingual disadvantage at the 10-year follow-up,

there were no significant difference between groups at the third time point.

We hypothesized a bilingual advantage in all three dual-task settings. However, this out-

come was only present in the most demanding condition (dual-tasking at both encoding and

retrieval) and only at baseline. It has previously been shown that the greatest disruptions in

memory performance from dual-tasking often occurs during encoding (e.g., [47, 64–66]).

Moreover, using a procedure almost identical to that used in the current study, Baddeley et al.

[64] found no impact of concurrent card sorting on the free recall of 12 unrelated nouns when

the card sorting was performed during recall, while card-sorting during encoding had a reli-

able disruptive effect. Results from this study, clearly show that neither card-sorting during

encoding only, or during retrieval only, was enough to demonstrate differences between bilin-

guals and monolinguals. Thus, whether the encoding phase or the retrieval phase is most

affected by language ability cannot be established from this study. Rather, it is possible that it a

cumulative effect of card sorting during both encoding and retrieval was required to demon-

strate a bilingual advantage in the sample reported here.

Several studies have shown that age-related changes in executive functioning become more

apparent with greater age (e.g., [30, 32–33]). We did not find, however, that the better initial

level of performance for bilinguals is beneficial at staving off the apparent decline in cognitive

capacities such as executive functioning since bilinguals had a greater decline over 10 years

than monolinguals. In the present study, however, some of the participants included in the

analyses were close to, or had even passed the age of, 65 at the end of the study. It should be

noted that 65 years is the formal retirement age in Sweden. Retirement may, hypothetically,

result in less use of the second language, especially in a sample wherein most participants are

native Swedish and have learned their second language through education. Many of the bilin-

guals in this study have used their second language during work and travel which are situations

less common after individuals end their professional work. Ljungberg et al. [8] for instance,

found no relationship between bilingualism and dementia in their study including individuals

from the Betula sample. Thus, less use of the second language after retirement was suggested

as a factor that reduced the protective effects of bilingualism. In the same vein, previous

research has shown that cognitive stimulation in old age is a factor that may decrease the risk

of dementia (e.g., [67–68]). The additional analyses performed, excluding participants aged 65

years at baseline, to some extent confirm this line of reasoning. Despite the small n (15) in

each group, the results still revealed bilingual advantages at baseline, but no differences were

found with regard to change (p = .388). However, more longitudinal studies are warranted to

investigate whether changes in the use of second language has consequences on cognitive

functioning.

This investigation of the longitudinal relationship between bilingualism and dual-tasking is

to our knowledge the first of its kind, and provides new and important knowledge to the

research field. The present demonstration of a bilingual advantage, although not in the in the

long-term, builds on previous cross-sectional results that have found that bilinguals outper-

form monolinguals in dual-task settings (e.g., [37, 48]. A great strength of this present study

was that we matched participants on a number of potential covariates (age, gender, years of

education, and fluid intelligence (Gf)). The use of education as matching variable was deemed

necessary in a sample in which many participants have learned their second language within

the formal education system. In addition, we matched participants on performance in a visuo-

spatial task (Block design) as indicator of Gf, a task that is related to executive functioning and

frontal lobe activation [69–70], and yet still found bilingual benefits. Previous research has sug-

gested that differences in cognitive functioning, for instance in executive processing, are linked

to cultural differences [71]. We minimized the influence of cultural factors within the present
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study since our sample of bilinguals and monolinguals were native Swedish, and thus have

similar cultural backgrounds. In addition, the Betula sample has shown to have a good popula-

tion of validity based on factors such as employment, education, income, gender, marital sta-

tus, and number of persons in the home environment [49]. These factors, coupled with results

from previous dual-tasking studies in which bilinguals are less likely to have been disadvan-

taged by their dominant language solving the task [37, 48], give support for a bilingual advan-

tage in dual-tasking.

It should also be stressed that none of the tasks included in this study were initially designed

to investigate differences between bilinguals and monolinguals, which also gives further

strength to the results. Paap et al. [63] advocate that “a compelling demonstration of a bilingual

advantage should show significant advantages on the same component of EF (e.g., monitoring)

in two different tasks thus demonstrating convergent validity”. While in the current study, we

report the results from a single task—dual-tasking—thought to reflect the executive process of

switching [46] convergent validity is provided by similar findings in the context of letter/pho-

nemic fluency whereby the participant is required to produce as many examples of words

beginning with a given letter, excluding proper nouns or variants of the same word, within a

time limit (e.g., 1 minute). Letter/phonemic fluency requires the executive process of switching

between subcategories (e.g., when exemplars within one cluster have been exhausted and the

participant is required to shift to a new cluster; [72]). Consistent with the apparent bilingual

advantage in the executive process of switching reported here and again using the Betula longi-

tudinal sample, Ljungberg et al. [26] report a bilingual advantage at the first testing session and

across time. Importantly, no bilingual advantage was found in a category fluency task (produc-

ing names of occupations) that made similar demands to the letter fluency task in terms of

other executively demanding processes (e.g., self-monitoring and inhibition of previously pro-

duced responses, inhibition of irrelevant responses, and organization of verbal retrieval) but

has less requirement in terms of switching [72] Therefore, coupled with the study of Ljungberg

et al [26], the current study supports the notion of a bilingual advantage in relation to the exec-

utive process of switching, at least from a cross-sectional perspective.

An interesting aspect of this study is that the dependent variable in all conditions, number

of recalled words, was based on lexical information. Previous studies have shown that bilin-

guals are disadvantaged in tasks that place greater demands on lexical access (e.g., [47, 73]).

For instance, Fernandes et al. [47] found that bilinguals performed worse in a simple free recall

task (no distraction), and under conditions of distraction at encoding and retrieval of words.

However, all participants in our sample had Swedish as first language, a factor that, potentially,

reduced negative effects of smaller vocabulary size among bilinguals. It has been shown that

monolinguals and bilinguals that share the same native language and have similar vocabulary

knowledge in their first language perform similarly in phonological short-term memory tasks

[15]. Similarly, and as expected from our hypothesis, we found no evidence that bilingualism

served to increase performance in a simple free recall task. Thus, our data support the notion

that previous differences found between bilinguals and monolinguals in immediate memory

are influenced by vocabulary size in the language used to measure immediate memory.

It should be stressed that our distraction task (card-sorting) probably became a relatively

automated process for most participants. This assumption is, to some extent, supported by the

fact that participants overall made very few errors in card sorting. Still, although we do not

know how cognitively demanding participants experienced dual-tasking, cognitive load cer-

tainly increased since overall memory performance decreased when card-sorting was added.

To mix a relatively automated task with one of verbal character as in the current study, is simi-

lar to the study of Telner et al. [48]. They investigated the number of driver mistakes while per-

forming a number of verbal tasks. In their study, the focus was on measuring driving
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performance, which may be regarded as a relatively automated process. In our study, the focus

was mainly on verbal performance. However, the conclusions, at least in short-term, are rather

consistent, i.e. bilinguals often perform better that monolinguals when they execute a verbal

task and relatively automated process simultaneously, possibly because these tasks are concep-

tually independent of each other.

Despite several strengths of this present study, some minor limitations should be acknowl-

edged. Most of our bilingual participants (92%) used their second language 0–2 hours per day,

which is a broad time interval. For example, there is large difference between using a second

language for a few minutes a day compared to almost two hours a day. However, even if many

of the bilingual participants in our sample did not use their second language frequently, it

seems that the subjective estimation of language proficiency was enough to generate different

outcomes in cognitive performance. Further, even if the monolingual participants confirmed

that they could not speak or had studied any other language but Swedish, we cannot rule out

the possibility that they occasionally had come into contact with another language than Swed-

ish (e.g. by travel, TV-watching, internet). But gained knowledge of single words and/or

phrases learned through such experiences is markedly different from fluent knowledge in a

second language, and thus, it is most likely that language use was not a factor that influenced

performance in the monolingual group. Based on this, and also considering the age groups

included in the present study, the risk seems small that practice of a second language was a fac-

tor that influenced dual-tasking performance during the follow-up period. In the bilingual

group, however, and as discussed earlier, there is a potential possibility that the deterioration

in dual-tasking performance present at the 10-year follow-up may reflect less use of the second

language as a consequence of retirement age. However, the use of a more sensitive instrument

may have altered the results. Recently, Luk and Bialystok [74] suggested that bilingualism

should not to be considered as a categorical variable, it should rather be regarded from a multi-

dimensional perspective, with greater understanding for individual variation in aspects of

bilingual experience.

It should also be noted that our results are restricted to bilinguals where most have learned

their second language through the formal education system. It is perhaps problematic to com-

pare such bilinguals, sometimes referred to as sequential bilinguals, with native bilinguals, or

simultaneous bilinguals, that have practiced two languages from birth and often have a more

balanced proficiency between their primary and a second language. If this is so, then the results

from this study may not be generalized across all bilinguals groups. However, since it is well

documented that being bilingual from birth is advantageous for the development of the execu-

tive control system [10], and it recently has been found that also sequential bilingual children

outperform monolingual children in attentional control task [75], it is highly plausible that the

results from this study can be transferred across bilingual groups, and that native bilinguals

would have performed at an even higher level compared to the groups included in this study.

In conclusion, the results from this study demonstrate that bilinguals can outperform

monolinguals in dual-task settings. Differences found at baseline seem to go beyond the influ-

ence of age, sex, education and fluid intelligence (Gf) in a sample where most participants had

learned their second language through education. However, these differences were not stable

over a period of 10 years and do not support the notion that bilingualism can enhance cogni-

tive performance that in turn may postpone the onset of cognitive impairment when entering

old age. However, for this study, performance in dual-tasking was still restricted to an age

group that had not yet entered higher ages at the end of the study, and thus, future possible

benefits for the bilingual sample are unclear. Finally, although the outcome of the present

study indicated a bilingual advantage cross-sectionally, that bilinguals had a greater decline
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over time may depend on the infrequent use of second language when reaching retirement

age.
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